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Your Congress
Can Win the Next War
Now!

r/on-ParlitJan Council :Jo Wn :J/r.e Peace
1319 :J Street r/orthwetJt, WatJhington (4),

'2J. C.

Do you want another bloody ruinous war in 25 years?
Do you want the world to be destroyed, as science can
destroy it, 25 years from now?
The choice is yours. Your Senators and Congressmen
must carry out your will if you insist on it!
That is the democratic way to a world of peace.
In, 1919, a minority of Senators set a policy for the
nation without having a mandate to do so. Their assumption, by virtue of their election, was that they had the
privilege of exercising their political desires _above or even
against the nation's wishes.
We, the people, are partly to blame because we did
not raise a strong enough voice against a few powerful
senior senators.
They made the choice for us. They set us on the
road to isolationism. Here are some of the stations that
marked that road-each the graves of innocent people and
the ashes of once brave ideals. Manchuria was such a station.
Ethiopia was such a station. Austria .. . Czechoslovakia ...
Holland .. . Norway ... France. Now we Americans have
pledged our lives that the United States shall not become
another station along that bloody road.
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Could the United States Have
Prevented War?
There are those who say that war was inevitable--that
our chief mistake was in being unprepared~ They say
th~ war had its origins in ancient European feuds. They
pomt accusing fingers at Britain and at France for weakness shown to Hitler. It was their business. Why should
the United States meddle?
But large numbers of Americans are convinced that
this war could have been averted. Had Britain and France
received assurance of our readiness to fight, they would
never have yielded to Nazi blackmail. The Axis' would not
have been born. Moreover, the bombs that shattered our
isolation at Pearl Harbor were not launched by Europeans.
They were the direct result of years of appeasement of
Japan by America.

The Time is Now
Those who favor a commitment by our country now
know there is a fear in the hearts of people all over the
world. It comes from doubt as to the post-war intentions
of the United States. That fear can be expressed as follows: "Will the United States, once again, as in 1919,
turn. its attention inward and fail to use its energy, power
and mfluence to mold a lasting peace?"
Friendly governments are worried. A three-line Reuter's dispatch in the London newspapers about the BurtonBall_-Hatch-Hill resolution brought 8 official inquiries from
8 ~1fferent governments in exile. They asked, "Will the
Umted States stay with us this time? Can we depend on
whole-hearted help in solving the problems of the war and
of the peace?"
The world knows that, in matters that concern it our
~enat~ is the most powerful body in the U.S. Some p:ople,
mcludmg many Americans, go still further. They ask:
''Did the U. S. Senate in 1919 unwittingly vote for

Will That Error Be Repeated?
Each of the United Nations has two alternative postwar plans-one to be put into effect if the United States
works with the, other nations of the world; the other if the
United States decides to go it alone. War or peace may
depend on the post-war plans which-as the result of our
action-these countries are led to adopt.
No doubt about it: in the absence of American ·support, these countries must adopt narrow, selfish policies.
The English soldier fighting beside your son shares
this fear. The Polish flyer in his British Spitfire is harried
by it. The Czechoslovak waiting for the day of deliverance is haunted by it. The Chinese officer on the Yangtse
closes his mind to it, lest it "un-man" him.

Can We Give Our Answer Now?
Some Americans say: "That's all true. But first, let's
win the war. Then we'll discuss the post-war world."
But at this moment, unity among the United Nations
is at its peak. Britain and the United States, Russia and
China, have forged their unity in common victorious struggle. The French too are finding the road to unity. The
time to seal that unity, to set up the machinery which will
guarantee its maintenance in the critical years immediately
following victory, is now. A pledge by the United States

Senate now would mean to each of the United Nations
that it could plan its post-war policy with greater faith
and firmness. It would be solid ground on which to build.

We Must Win the Peace
All Americans agree that we must win the peace as
well as the war. What does winning the peace mean? It
means that the peace is not to be merely an interval between
two great wars. It means that our children need not be
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haunted by war. It means that this country can continue
to reap the benefits of American democracy. It means that
the nations of the world can live without molesting their
neighbors, enjoying friendly trade and learning from one
another.
Difficult, yes-terribly difficult. But we must do it.
Civilization cannot stand more wars. We must make a
real start towards the peace before it is too late.

Let's Start

by Starting

The best way to start is simply by starting. Senate
Resolution 114, known as the Ball-Burton-Hatch-Hill resolution, is such a start.
What does it propose?
It asks that the United States take the initiative in
forming an organization of United Nations to get busy
with certain specific tasks. It does not dictate the makeup of this organization; it does not limit its form. It
simply urges that it be set up.
With what questions will this organization concern
itself?
First it will try to shorten the war by the fullest coordination of the military and economic forces of the
United Nations.
Its second aim is to bring temporary administrations
to Axis nations, as a preliminary to governments of the
peoples' own choosing.
Its third aim is to administer relief and assistance in
economic rehabilitation wherever such relief and assistance
is needed after this war.
It provides for the setting up of permanent procedures
and machinery so that disputes and disagreements between
nations will no longer be resolved in blood.
It also provides for the creating and maintenance of a
United Nations military force which will forestall any
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attempt at military aggression by any nation. The resolution further provides that the organization be flexible and
easily modified, admitting additional nations to mem~ership
and expanding its · functions if the need arises.
Finally, it pledges member nations to seek no new
territory at the expense of their neighbors.
Only 209 simple words in the resolution-and these
can be redrafted if desirable. Yet acceptance of its principles by our Senate would echo around the worldstrengthen hopes for a quicker victory and a lasting peace.
There are those who say that to consider this resolution now would hinder the war effort. How could this
be? Many Senators who have individually expressed support for SR 114 are on special committees investigating
our war efforts. The whole nation has read of their successful recommendations both to business and government.
The first demand of the resolution is for the United
Nations organization to heighten the war effort by the
maximum use of the military and economic resources of all
nations. Our greatest successes in the war have been
achieved by coordinated effort. The victory in North Africa
was not a victory for American arms alone or for British
arms alone or for French arms alone. The annihilation of
Hitler's Afrika Korps was brought about by free Allies
fighting with a common purpose and a common strategy.
The swift and overwhelming victories of the Mediterranean
were won by American and British and French soldiers
backed up by the might of the allied fleets. The Russian
air raids behind the German lines are made possible because, through Lend-Lease, the productive power of the
United States and of Britain has been linked with the
heroic Russian Army. Add to these the collective victories
of the Australians, Chinese, Indians, Dutch, English and
again ourselves, in the South Pacific. All these are united
efforts! The closer coordination becomes, the closer are
final victory and peace.
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Here's What Our Armed Forces Think
A letter from a captain in the African war zone tells
how our armed forces feel about planning no~ to win the
peace:-
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If We Begin Now to Win the Peace, We'll
Win the War More Quickly
Anything that strengthens unity among the United
Nations brings victory closer. The passage of the BurtonBall-Hatch-Hill resolution or an adequate equivalent will
strengthen the United Nations. It will show that the
United States intends to cooperate in solving the critical
post-war problems facing the world.
This resolution seeks no world blueprint now. It does
not attempt to chart the course each nation is to follow.
It does attempt to establish basic principles of conduct on which the maintenance of peace can be founded.
No question of "foreign entanglements" is involved.
It is primarily concerned with intelligent self defense. The
problems raised are problems with which the United States
is and will be concerned in any case.
Isolation ended with the shriek of the Japanese bombers over Pearl Harbor and the dying moans of Americans.
They set this country on a road from which there is no
turning back. We Americans do not do things half way.
We finish what we have begun. We are determined to see
this war through. Just as we have coordinated our efforts
with those of our Allies on the field of battle, so after the
smoke of battle is cleared, we must go on working with our
Allies for a lasting peace.
Other similar resolutions are under consideration by
the American Senate and House of Representatives. None,
however, covers the necessary ground so conclusively, none
is without dangerous loopholes.

The Alternatives to Collective Security
The only alternatives to working in partnership with
our Allies are isolationism and imperialism. Either would
require a permanent defense expenditure dangerous not
only to our living standard but to our democracy as well.
There is no reason to believe that either would prevent
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future war. Isolation can no longer exist. American Imperialism would mean the conquest and exploitation of
weaker peoples by Americans. We could not run the world
alone if we tried. It is repugnant to our principles.
The question which the Burton-Ball-Hatch-Hill resolution asks of the American people is:
"Shall our sweat be in vain? Shall the blood that we
are pouring forth bring new blood from those still unborn,
or shall we, this time, use our strength in the world to
make as certain as we can that never again will American
lives be sacrificed?
This question cannot be evaded. Its insistent voice
rings in the ears of every worker, every farmer, every
business man, every soldier, every mother and father. It
must be answered.
The time to answer it is NOW.

*
Here in America the citizen's will
is law-provided they express it!

*
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S. RES. 114

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
MARCH 16 (legislative day, MARCH 9)' 1943
M:a. BA.LL (for himself and MR. HILL, MR. BURTON, and M:a.
HATCH) submitted the following resolution; which was
referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations

RESOLUTION
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Resolved, That the Senate e.dvises that the United
States take the initiative in calling meetings of representatives of the United Nationo for the purpose of forming
an orga,nization of the United Nations with specific and
limited authority(1) To assist in coordinating and fully utilizing the
military and economic resources of all member nations in
the prosecution of the war against the Axis.
( 2) To establish temporary administrations for Axiscontrolled areas of the world as these are occupied by
United Nations forces, until such time as permanent governments can be established.
( 3) To administer relief and assistance in economic
rehabilitation in territories of member nations needing such
aid and in A:ris territory occupied by United Nations
forces.
(4) To establish procedures and machinery for peaceful settlement of disputes and disagreements between
nations.
( 5) To provide for the assembly and maintenance of
a United Nations military force and to suppress by immediate use of such force any future attempt at military aggression by any nation.
That the Senate further advises that any establishment
of such United Nations organization provide machinery for
its modification, for the delegation of additional specific
and limited functions to such organization, and for admission of other nations to membership, and that member nations should commit themselves to seek no territorial
aggrandizement.
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